
By receiving, purchasing, downloading, installing, using or otherwise handling 
our fonts, you accept the terms of this binding agreement. This agreement 
replaces and supersedes any previous agreements between you and Autograph. 
If you do not accept the terms, you can not request, download or use our fonts. 

1.
Do not share, distribute, illegally copy, steal from a licensed user or re-sell our fonts. 
Purchased fonts will always remain copyrighted to Autograph.

2.
The purchase of a fonts makes you (the buyer) a licensed user of the fonts, not 
an owner. The fonts may only be used for the specific amount of employees/
users (desktop licenses), page views (web licenses) or downloads (app licenses) 
purchased. Licenses are not transferrable to other companies or individuals.

3.
Fonts are allowed to be passed onto a pre-press service or printer for output only. 
These third parties are not allowed to actively create new documents with fonts that 
have been passed on for output only. If any modification is to be made by a non-
licensee, then a new license must be purchased for that user.

4.
Any other usage by other third parties, clients for instance, is not included in this font 
software license.

5.
Embedding of the font software in other software or devices or in any other form 
requires the purchase of a special license (not specified here). Please contact us to 
discuss further details.

6.
It is a breach of this license agreement to use the product in any way that infringes 
the rights of any third party under copyright, trademark, patent or any other laws.
In the event of infringing uses by you, this license immediately terminates.

7.
We do not allow users to make modifications to our fonts. You must contact us to 
discuss any modifications as a bespoke project.

8.
The character set of an Autograph font is purchased as is; the licensee accepts 
this number of characters in a font set. Autograph is not obliged to provide missing 
characters for free.
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9.
Autograph makes no warranties express or implied as to merchantability, fitness for 
a particular purpose, or otherwise.

10.
In no circumstance whatsoever do we take responsibility for damage caused to a 
users hardware, software or a loss of income that may have occurred as a result of 
installing the font software. All font software installed is done so at the licensee’s risk 
and we will not be held responsible.

11.
Any violation by licensee of this agreement shall cause this license to be terminated. 
We will take legal action if you are found to be using our fonts illegally. Autograph may 
update this license agreement at any time without prior consent and or notice.

12.
This license agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the 
law of the Netherlands. The courts of the Netherlands shall have exclusive jurisdiction 
to settle any dispute or claim.

If you do experience any problems with our fonts, we will try our best to sort out any 
issues. We do not take on any liability in this transaction. 

Any questions or issues?
Please e-mail shop@autograph.works
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